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thing, except perhaps how you

big deal in GRE tests. The tone,

“Tyro: a beginner in
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well up to this point, I had to

something else.

force myself to take it seriously,
even as it scared me.
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questions was not panicking.
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nered from reading four GRE
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test preparation books (checked

I don’t. Now, months later, the
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ly, though, it did show up on
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the test.
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The irony of this is that I

she didn’t actually start reading

have felt this way about reading

for enjoyment until she grad-

comprehension since I wrote

uated from college. It wasn’t

book

elementary

until then that she could start to

school. I dreaded writing them

read for pleasure, she said, as

because I knew that no matter

opposed to reading for content.

reports

in

how much I loved the book, I

After we talked, I looked

somehow wasn’t going to have

around the children’s section.

the correct answer when it

There were parents reading to

came time to confront questions
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like: What was the theme of this

reading to themselves. Books

book? What was the author’s

were everywhere – shelves,
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and
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Not too long ago, I had a

tables, chairs and carts. I found

conversation with a parent in

myself hoping these children

the library about this same
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topic. I was helping her young

enjoyment through their school

son find a book for a book

years and into their adulthood.

report and she mentioned that

This experience made me ap-

he gets very anxious about

preciate again the role libraries
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making reading a pleasurable
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experience.

in literacy

simply

by

explained there is no wrong
answer, as long as you support
what you say with examples
from the text, but it still got to
him.
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also disliked book reports and
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